INCREASE ASSET LIFE THROUGH BETTER DECISION MAKING

- Make informed repair vs replace decisions. Record the frequency of asset issues and analyze if the issues are being addressed properly or if it’s simply time for a replacement.
- Control costs by properly tracking and reporting money spent on assets. With customizable asset reports, you can monitor what you’re spending, if you’re billing accordingly and more.
- Step away from the desk with a mobile CMMS solution. Join your techs on location to get a better perspective of asset and operational performance.

COLLECT & STORE KEY ASSETS IN 1 PLACE

- Improve efficiency, uptime and safety by providing techs quick access to asset specifications, manuals and other key product information.
- Monitor unlimited amounts of manufacturer related information, from specifications to metrics to preventive maintenance schedules. The specifications area asks as the home base for equipment maintenance related capabilities.
- Search and filter options allow you to quickly find an asset and view its maintenance history, work in progress, inventory information, upcoming preventive work and more.
Enterprise asset management makes record keeping simple. Store details about your organization’s assets in a single, online repository for safekeeping. Options like search and filter let you view historical information and upcoming maintenance schedules.

**MAKE SMARTER REPAIR & REPLACEMENT DECISIONS**

- Keep asset management simple. With Maintenance Connection, you can build an asset hierarchy to represent the locations and assets within your organization, allowing you to easily view the location of each asset and add new assets or locations when necessary.
- Automatically generate reactive work requests based upon out of range readings. The EAM module provides the ability to identify text values, numerical values, min/max ranges and optimal ranges.
- Clone assets to speed up the data entry process. Drag assets directly to work orders or create a new work order by right-clicking on an asset.

**EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE**

Developing a historical equipment database is a major benefit of using a CMMS system such as Maintenance Collection. It provides a depth and breadth of valuable maintenance data from which intelligent maintenance operation and business decisions can be made.
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